Abstract-In this paper the results of the error analysis of four different feature point based attitude estimator algorithm is introduced. The algorithms was tested in simulation with realistic flight paths and camera models. With these results a best performing candidate algorithm can be chosen for a given focal-plane processor and for the given scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
OR small mobile robots, especially for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), visual navigation (VisNAV) can be a good alternative against inertial guidance systems [1] . Furthermore VisNAV measurements can enhance redundancy in the navigation system or improve the accuracy of the attitude estimates (depending on the sensor capabilities). As we showed in [2] and [3] , the feature point based visual attitude estimation can solve the drifting problem caused by the slow global navigation (GNSS) fused with the inertial navigation (INS).
Additionally in situations where the GPS signal is lost the visual information fused with INS gives better results than the INS itself [4] . One of the main drawbacks of the VisNAV is the high computational need for the image or video processing. This problem can be addressed with focal-plane processors, as they are capable of processing images with high speed and low energy consumption [5] . The limited image resolution is the main drawback of these systems. In this paper the error analysis of four different attitude estimator algorithms are introduced with the image resolutions of the current focal-plane processors in simulations. These results show that with the best performing algorithm the mean error is around 1 pixel thus it can be used as an auxiliary navigation system.
II. METHODS
Provided that the image feature points are calculated and paired for the consecutive images these point pairs can be used to estimate the camera rotation, that is the attitude change between the two frames. The details of the measurements cannot be written here because of the page restriction, but they can be found in [2] .
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A. Feature point pair generation
For the simulations, a realistic flight path with sinusoidal shape is used (Figure 1 ), which was generated in our hardwarein-the-loop simulator. The feature points are placed randomly near to the ground around the flight path. After that the points are projected to the image plane. For the tests two focal-plane processors were selected, the SCAMP and the Eye-RIS system. Both of them were tested with two lenses, with 60° and 30° field-of-view. In each situation the test were run with 0.02-0.08 s image sampling time. The resolution of the camera is interesting as well, because the effect of the pixelization and spatial resolution is studied. A projective camera can be characterized by the angular resolution of the central pixel (or CPAR), which is defined as follows:
where is the focal length of the camera. With this measure cameras with different resolution and field of view can be compared.
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B. Attitude estimator algorithms
Four algorithms are tested in the scenarios described in the previous section. These are the five point algorithm, the eight point algorithm, a linear homography based algorithm, and a RANSAC variant, called MLESAC. From these four the five point, the eight point and the MLESAC are based on the epipolar geometry and the MLESAC is an iterative estimation. 
C. Error measures
In each and every step the direction cosine matrix (DCM) between the two frames is extracted which describes the rotation from one camera orientation to another. Based on this DCM the Euler angles are calculated and these are compared to the ground truth. To characterize the performance of each algorithm the absolute error of the three Euler angles are used.
where is the ground truth angle for the i th frame (roll, pitch or yaw) and is the calculated angle. Additionally, for each run also the mean, the median and the corrected standard deviation of the absolute error are calculated.
III. RESULTS
Simulation results showed that these two focal-plane processor can be used for attitude estimation. In the following only the results of the yaw angle calculation are shown. This is similar to the results for pitch and roll as well. The trends, which can be seen here, can be observed for the other test cases as well. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the effect of the CPAR change on the four different algorithms. Despite the smaller CPAR shown on Figure 3 , which means bigger angular resolution, the error is bigger with the 30° lens. The reason is that with the smaller field-of-view, less feature point pairs can be extracted. Particularly in Figure 3 the time frames between 250 and 400, where the aircrafts was performing a turn, the eight point and the MLESAC could not give any results, because of the small number of feature points. 
